Are you sick/not feeling well/have fever?

Consult your doctor and get a prescription to get tested for COVID-19 (if needed)

Go to Covid 19 testing Facility (private or a govt., some centres will do home visits). Aadhar card and doctor’s prescription is mandatory.

Wait for 2 days for report. Keep yourself isolated.

Test **NEGATIVE**. Contact your municipal corporation. (Expect a 20 minute detailed interview/questionnaire /SOS home Visit)

IF Mild symptoms-Home Isolation may be recommended

Do you have a separate room to yourself with Toilet/Bathroom? If yes, home isolation possible.
If home isolation not possible, then Centre(CC)CCC1/CCC2. Or a dedicated Covid hospital depending on your condition and location/ward/Municipal corporation

Ambulance will pick you up and drop you at the location

You get discharged in approximately 10-14 days, once Covid test is negative

For latest guidelines please refer to
http://pbhealth.gov.in/Coronaguidelines.html